six fields in which the editors collected the Pius X's pontificate (1903) (1904) (1905) (1906) (1907) (1908) (1909) (1910) (1911) (1912) (1913) (1914) , focused on a prominent question: What was Pius X's reformist attitude? According to Brugnotto and Romanato, historians on this topic would be divided in two leanings: advocates of an innovative dimension of Pius X's papacy and proponents of a catholic restorative perspective. The editors openly propose the first thesis. However, following Carlo Fantappiè's article ("Modernità" e "antimodernità" di Pio X, pp. 3-37), Brugnotto and Romanto explain that the innovative character of the reforms of Pius X is the outcome of a well-balanced encounter between secular modernity and ecclesial anti modernity:
Pius X tried to incorporate into the Roman Catholic Church some institutions of modern culture originating from the Enlightenment and the French Revolution. At the same time, he established a traditional magisterium, characterized by an anti-modern orientation.
It is impossible to summarize the contents of the six sections in which the book is organized. They concern the Pius X's ecclesial reformist attitude (by the aforementioned Fantappiè, and Stefano Dal In general, we can discuss whether to assign a predominant dimension, in the pontificate of Pius X, to the modernist crisis and its repression (editors are not of this idea). But confining its investigation into a final miscellaneous section is unnecessarily reductive and weak on the historiographical level.
According to Guasco in his essay on Pius X towards modernism, "It would be a serious mistake to reduce the entire pontificate of Pius X to the struggle against modernism [...] But it is certainly not only the fault of historians if this accentuation has occurred" (p. 468, my translation from Italian).
Then Guasco observes that was the Holy See, living Pius X and later, at the time of his canonization, to highlight the importance of the struggle against modernism led by Pope Sarto (cfr. Ibidem).
How to consider the answer that the numerous contributions offer, as a whole, to the question underlying the book? In fact, Pius X himself considered himself a pope of integralist Catholic orientation (in his first encyclical he proclamed "the duty […] of bringing back to the discipline of the Church human society, now estranged from the wisdom of Christ; the Church will then subject it to Christ, and Christ to God": Pius X, E supremi apostolatus, number 9, https://w2.vatican.va/content/pius-x/en/encyclicals/documents/hf_p-x_enc_04101903_esupremi.html accessed April 22, 2019), with no concessions of any kind to modernity. But he resorted to some reforms of ecclesiastical institutions, with the aim of achieving a full Christian restoration of society, through the Catholic Church, led by the pope. In short, the fundamental interpretation proposed by this book does not persuade and leaves room for further discussion among scholars. Anyway, the many articles published here can be considered a contribution, of various levels, to the knowledge of specific aspects of the pontificate of Pius X, as well as an example of the continuing sympathy and veneration received by the pontiff of Venetian origin in some sectors of contemporary Catholicism.
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